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Since 1987, our Nation has been observing National Science Day on 28
th

 

February to honor of Sir C.V. Raman, one of India’s most eminent 

Physicists, who discovered the “Raman Effect”. In our college, Sri 

Ramkrishna Sarada Vidya Mahapitha, Department of Physics observed 

National Science Day on 28
th

 February’2023. The goal of this 

curriculum was to provide students a platform to showcase their 

abilities, unleash their creativity, confront obstacles and overcome their 

weakness. This auspicious program was chaired by our honorable 

Principal Dr. Mausumi Ghosh. Dr. Ghosh has emphasized the 

importance of our roll in helping people, understanding the value of 

scientific application in everyday life. From Department of Physics Prof. 

Kanailal Berman & Prof. Anupam Pramanick explained the significance 

of National Science Day and briefed the great story of behind the 

discovery of Raman Effect for which India got first Noble Prize in 

Physics in 1930. Apart from them other dignitaries were present on this 

auspicious day from various department of college followed by Dr. 

Arundhuti Sur, coordinator of IQAC. Debates, oral presentation, model 

demonstration were arranged in the college premises. Our students from 



Department of Physics actively participated these events. The model 

demonstrations by the students of 5
th

 Semester Physics Hons were 

fantastic. All pupils were benefitted by knowledge sharing from faculty 

members. All the dignitaries encouraged them for their great efforts to 

have displayed it very well. We felt that our goal had been accomplished 

because the Science Day was success. The organizing committee 

members’ enthusiastic participation and the collaborative efforts of 

college consistently supportive faculty and students are to be credited for 

the spectacular success of Science Day celebrations. Prof. C.V. Raman 

believed that women in India who pursue science can accomplish 

anything. Sri Ram Krishna Srada Vidya Mahapitha continuously foster a 

scientific mindsets to pursue science as career. 


